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Learning from the Inside, Out
How is the current focus on activating
prior knowledge different from the
traditional building background?

In classrooms where applications of the
new research are observable, teachers have
redesigned their lessons to include many
before-reading activities. While teachers
used to spend five to ten minutes making a
reading assignment, they are now spending
thirty to forty minutes preparing students to
read the assignment.

Traditionally, basal readers and content
texts have not included the variety and
amount of background knowledge that
readers need to help them relate their
schemata to the selection in a way that will
lead to improved comprehension. Teacher 's
manuals and basal reading lessons have
always included a briefbackground building
section first in the lesson sequence.Teachers,
knowledgeable about schema theory and the
importance of prior knowledge, however,
have often found I ittle in these sections to
help them· provide adequate pre-reading
instruction. This was due to a lack of
instructional directions, emphasis on the
topic of the selection, rather than important
concepts, and, seemingly, a flaw in the
sequence of the lesson. Authors of instructional
materials have stressed evaluation activities
after reading, when it has been proven that
the before reading activities are so much
more critical. Clever teachers have learned
to reverse the basal reading lesson sequence
by beginning with the language enrichment
activities, which are typically reserved for the
end of the lesson. Fortunately, many publishers
are now developing reading and literature
series which are reflective of the current
reading research.
In the past, teachers, too, have briefly
developed and discussed the topic and the
title of the selection, but have overlooked the
important concepts that students must also
understand BEFORE they begin reading.
An example would be a reading lesson on
the classic O'Henry story, "The Gift of the
Magi." In introducing the selection, teachers
might have discussed with the class the
historical custom of giving gifts at Christmas,
how the holiday has become commercialized,
and the Biblical reference to the word
" Magi. " The major concept or theme of
unselfish love and personal sacrifice as the
wisest of all gifts, wiser even than the gifts of
the Magi, would not have been developed
unti I the end of the lesson.

How do teachers determine what prior
knowledge students will need to better
comprehend the selection?
Teachers must consider the following factors:
Text
Purpose for Reading
Students
The teacher must first examine the major
elements and concepts of the text. For a
narrative selection the teacher must develop
a story map that includes setting, characters,
time, conflict, problem, plot, episodes,
resolution, and theme(s), as well as key
vocabulary.
In Expository text the teacher must
analyze the content of each chapter, be
aware of the focus and organizational
patterns, and select the salient concepts, as
well as key vocabulary.
Secondly, the teacher must determine
exactly what he or she wants students to learn
from the reading. The teacher's purpose may
differ from the author's purpose. In preparing
the lesson, the teacher develops both content
and process objectives.
Lastly, the teacher must consider the
background of his or her students. Through
observation and continuous informal
assessment, teachers will know which students
have adequate background for the reading
and which students have no prior knowledge
of the selection.

What informal strategies can teachers
use in assessing and accessing prior
knowledge of content?
The Direct Approach: Ask 'Em
Although it seems simplistic, this
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suggestion is valid when teachers want to
discover the contents of students' store of
background knowledge about a topic.

1. Select a one-word topic as a stimulus.
Write the "concept" word on the
chalkboard.
In Introducing Gloria Miklowitz's
novel, After the Bomb, about the
day after Russia accidentally dropped
a nuclear bomb on Los Angeles, the
teacher might use the word "disaster."
2. Ask the students to brainstorm words
related to the concept. Record their
responses.
3. Reread orally the lists of terms.
4. Ask students, individually or in small
groups, to group the words into
categories and to be able to explain
their reasons. (Teacher may need to
model this step several times.)
5. Arrange and record the lists of
words, and ask students to explain or
defend their thinking. In this way, all
students will learn from seeing other
categories and hearing the rationale
for the grouping.
6. Encourage students to formulate a
thesis (purpose) statement based on
the recorded information. Write it on
the board.
For the After the Bomb L-G-L session the
controlling statement might be: "There are
two kinds of disasters -- natural and
unnatural. Unnatural disasters are caused by
man and can be prevented."

Ask: "What do you know about
amphibians?" (Science)
''What do you know about Peru?''
(Social Studies)
"What do you know about Nineteenth
Century Victorian London?" (Unit on
Charles Dickens)
"Tell me everything you know about
paragraphs." (Writing lesson)
''What do you know about the parts of a
short story? Share this information with
the person next to you."
In this cooperative method of accessing
and sharing prior knowledge, all brainstormed
responses are acceptable, and teachers and
students must avoid making any judgmental
comments. It can be used with individual
students, with smal I groups, and with the
entire class.

Discussion
Informal talk about the topic under study
motivates students and, provides the teacher
with insights into the background knowledge
of the class. Before reading a social studies
chapter on Peru, the teacher might plan a
twenty minute period to talk with students
about the country and its Inca history, its
location in Latin America, its mountainous
terrain, its major cities, and its present
political strife. From previous lessons on
Central and South America, visits to
neighboring countries, and films, some
children might be able to share a great deal
of information about the topic; children who
have little or no background for the subject
will learn from the discussion.

PReP (Pre-Reading Plan)
PReP is a variation of List-Group-Label
and also encourages instructional dialogue
between teacher and students. In preparing
for PReP, the teacl,er reviews the text and
selects three to five concepts which can be
represented by a word, phrase, or picture.
There are three phases to PReP:
1. The teacher elicits from the class free
associations with a particular concept.
He or she asks them to think of
anything that comes to mind when
they hear the word, see the picture,
etc. As the students brainstorm, the
teacher records their responses on
the chalkboard.
2. The teacher asks students to reflect
on their initial associations. He or she

List-Group-Label
Research shows that by classifying new
information, analyzing new material and
dividing it into meaningful chunks, we
facilitate learning.
The List-Group-Label strategy is a
classification technique that actively involves
students in associating and organizing
content area terminology. The steps are as
follows:
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them to the main topic.
When students are able to detect
the author's major concepts through
previewing and mapping, they will have
a visual overview to guide their reading
and review of the selection.
(After reading, students can complete
their maps by adding supporting details
to the main ideas.)

asks: "What made you think of ... ?"
This reflective step helps students to
build upon what they already know
and to discern whether this knowledge
is likely to relate to the text they will
soon read.
3. The teacher gives the students the
opportunity to reformulate their
ideas. He or-she asks: "Based on our
discussion, have you any new ideas
about the word (the picture, etc.)?"
Through interacting with the teacher
ana classmates, students are able to
refine their initial associations and
make new associations, in light of
their own relevant knowledge, as
they read and react to the text.

Predicting and Purpose-Setting
Through Questioning
Teaching students to predict what
will be covered in the material will aid
them in setting purposes for reading.
Readers cannot make meaningful
predictions without activating relevant
background knowledge, so as students
search their memories for what they
already know about the topic, and as
they preview the main 1deas of the
reading selection, they can generate
some predictions about the content.
Based on their survey and
predictions, students can then be guided
to compose questions to be answered in
the reading.
From the American history chapter
on "Slavery and Abolitionism," students
might formulate questions such as the
following:
Why did the slaves come here?
What does cotton have to do with
slavery?
What is "abolitionism?"
What are radical and moderate voices?
What is a slave auction?
Who was Frederick Douglass?
How did slaves escape their masters?
The process of developing questions in
advance of the reading allows students to
activate the knowledge they possess.
Student-generated questions also tend to
focus attention and provide for purposeful
reading. Students read to find answers to
their questions.
All of these informal prior knowledge
strategies can be used individually or can be
combined, and this is, by no means, an
exhaustive list. Other, more structured
methods for activating prior knowledge, such

Previewing and Mapping
It is critkal to help students learn
how to preview the text prior to reading
it. In this way, they will familiarize
themselves with the topic and with the
author's organization of content. They
can begin to plan how they will proceed
with their reading.
Teachers model the previewing and
mapping process several times and
gradually release responsibility to
students. After modeling, teacher
instructs students individually or in small
groups to survey the text, noting the title
and major headings and observing
graphic aids.
(When no headings are present,
students survey by reading the
introduction, the first sentence of each
paragraph, and the conclusion.) This
method works best with expository text,
but it can be adapted to narrative text.
A map is a word picture of ideas that
the student organizes and designs. Like
a road map, it provides an overview of
the territory and decreases the
"traveler's" apprehension about
venturing into the unknown.
Ask students to write the title or
main idea of the chapter in the center of
a piece of paper and draw a shape
around it. Based on their preview,
students then write down the principal
concepts or headings, while connecting

continued on page 8
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Modifications of the Procedure

Most students seem to enjoy the format
and are quick to note the transfer effect of
Reciprocal Teaching when reading other
text. It is recommended that the activity be
used often in content area classes as well as
developmental reading classes.

1. Peer Tutoring. A good reader works with a
less capable reader using the four strategies.
2. Writing. Students write their questions,
summaries, clarificaitons and predictions.
(Allow participants opportunities to suggest
other modifications.)

Does Reciprocal Teaching really work?
In comparing Reciprocal Teaching with
other worthwhile approaches, it has proven
to be very effective. Li~ted below are the
authors' suggested methods for assessing
student progress:
1. Tape record dialogues of the same group
and compare levels of thinking and interaction
with the text.
2. Have students write summaries of
expository text and compare quality of
individual students' writing over a period of
time.
3. Have students write questions after
reading a segment of text and use as test
items.
4. Have students read short passages, answer
questions and keep a record of comprehension
percentages over a period of time.
5. Ask the students what they think.
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as Directed Reading/Thinking Activities,
K-W-L, semantic mapping, and vocabulary
overviews, are described in other modules.
Each of these instructional strategies
refutes the view of the learner as a passive
recipient of information. Years of cognitive
research have proven that teacher-directed
learning "from the outside-in" is not successful.
Assigning a reading assignment with little or
no pre-reading activity does not allow
students to relate new information to the old.
Langer and Purcell-Gates, in Reading,

author's message. Learning must be directed
"from the inside-out," and teachers, by
utilizing techniques for activating prior
knowledge, can aid learners in making those critical
connections -- linking what is unknown to
what is already known.
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